Provisions for
Online/Telephonic
Registration in NIA Hospital
Given below are the methods for this

**On Line Registration**

- CLICK OVER [http://www.ors.gov.in](http://www.ors.gov.in) LINK FOR ONLINE REGISTRATION.

- GO TO APPOINTMENT SECTION.

- ENTER YOUR MOBILE NUMBER & VERIFY IT BY SUBMITTING OTP RECEIVED TO YOUR ENTERED MOBILE NUMBER.

- ENTER YOUR AADHAR NUMBER & VERIFY IT BY SUBMITTING THE OTP SENT OVER THE MOBILE NUMBER REGISTERED WITH YOUR ADHAR NUMBER.

- KEEP PRINT OUT/SNAP SHOT/MESSAGE RECEIVED AFTER COMPLETING THE PROCESS WHILE VISITING NIA HOSPITAL AS PER THE SCHEDULED DATE.

- REPORT TO COUNTER NUMBER 5 DEDICATED AS COUNTER FOR CATERING ON LINE REGISTRATION IN OPD CAMPUS.

- THERE YOU WILL GET THE REQUIRED ASSISTANCE FOR YOUR CONSULTATION.

**Telephonic Registration**

- CONTACT ON PHONE NUMBER 0141 2631516

- TAKE APPOINTMENT BY PROVIDING DETAILS ASKED.

- YOU WILL BE GIVEN A UNIQUE ID NUMBER ALONG WITH THE AVAILABLE SCHEDULE.

- REPORT TO COUNTER NUMBER 5 DEDICATED AS COUNTER FOR CATERING TELEPHONIC REGISTRATION IN OPD CAMPUS.

- THERE YOU WILL GET THE REQUIRED ASSISTANCE FOR YOUR CONSULTATION.